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W H I T E  P A P E R

INTRODUCTION

ABOUT US

ModiCoin stands for "Medium of Defi in Centre of Incorruptible Network,"
and it has a defined objective for community growth. We are committed
to the development of a strong economic token model. ModiCoin is a
new Defi project that promises to create a safe space for token
aficionados. Expanding our community and keeping our promises to
rejuvenate all decentralized platforms that will help us find traction.

We are a Crypto platform that is introducing a cryptocurrency token,
"ModiCoin," based on Binance Smart Chain, a cryptocurrency that
adheres to the BEP20 standard. For a variety of reasons, this token is
more valuable than any other token in circulation. This token is built with
more apparent qualities than any other token. Many Staking and
Liquidity Mining have taken over the area, with users profiting by
"locking" their token for a while. You will continuosly receive rewards
simply by holding your tokens. ModiCoin is going to be a utility token
that will be used such as Charity, Marketplace etc.
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MISSION

Our mission is to help stakeholders trade wisely so that they may take
advantage of the opportunity. Our chain's ecosystem will be more
satisfying and healthier. Late transactions are often a source of the
complaint. As a result, we devise a method for completing cross-border
transactions quickly. There will be proper accountability and
transactions will be made swiftly and securely and we will launch our
official blockchain soon.
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The most noticeable effect we notice is when new members join the
market and decide to stay. For beginners to the decentralized exchange
organic architecture, it will be overwhelming. Our organization hopes to
develop a stage that will provide a memorable consumer adventure
experience while also providing a decentralized environment that will
encourage newcomers to stay whether as dealers or stage customers.
Our token intends to be risk-free by providing locked liquidity. Our token
is community-driven and while others claim to be community-driven but
they do not have this capability and we will demonstrate that our token
is truly community-driven. The utility of token will grow and the number
of market participants will increase.

VISION
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OUR ECOSYSTEM

FEATURES
 
 

DECENTRALIZED
DEFLATIONARY COIN 

ANTI-WHALE SYSTEM

ANTI-DUMPING SYSTEM

USE OF MODICOIN IN
MARKETPLACE

TRADEMARK
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Tokens are prone to deflation and will
essentially grow in value compared to national
currencies. Decentralized exchanges are a risk-
free way for cryptocurrency buyers and sellers
to purchase and sell without committing their
cash to a third party. A smart contract is a
decentralized implementation’s job and
programmatically executes business logic that
enables a variety of activities, processes or
transactions.

OUR ECOSYSTEM

FEATURES
 
 

DECENTRALIZED DEFLATIONARY
TOKEN 

ANTI-WHALE SYSTEM

Whales are those who hold a significant
quantity of a certain cryptocurrency. They take
advantage of the market to place enormous
purchase orders at prices that are lower than
the current market price. In this way, they will
automatically down the rate of the market. At
the beginning of the token, we will make sure
that an enormous amount of tokens are not
going in one hand. We will also make sure that
we will equally distribute the token among our
users to avoid the whale system. 
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OUR ECOSYSTEM

FEATURES
 
 

A dump is a deception plan in which people or
entities aggregate purchases of a vehicle
(stocks, cryptocurrency, etc.) and artificially
increase the price by distributing falsehoods.
We provide an anti-dumping method to reduce
volatility and dumps. 

ANTI-DUMPING SYSTEM

USE OF MODICOIN IN
MARKETPLACE
Before the introduction of ModiCoin, our team
intends to utilize it in marketplace. During our
team research, we've decided to utilize
ModiCoin as a genuine asset in the future, such
as retail market, exchange of goods and
services.

TRADEMARK
It is difficult to identify the owners of
technology and currencies to award
Intellectual Property (IP) protection, including
trademarks. The foundation of trademark law
is to allow the trademark owner to use the
mark only for their products and to prevent
trademark infringement. We have a trademark
policy and copyrights for ModiCoin.
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HOW DOES MODICOIN

WORKS?

AUTOMATIC BURN

REDISTRIBUTION TO
STAKEHOLDERS 

LIQUIDITY POOL
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HOW DOES MODICOIN

WORKS?
 
 

Periodically ModiCoin will be permanently removed from the circulation
when tokens are burnt. Burning is a straightforward procedure. Token
burning is the purposeful action done by the creators to remove a specific
amount of tokens from the circulation.

AUTOMATIC BURN

LIQUIDITY POOL
One of the components of the ModiCoin protocol is an automated
liquidity pool. Liquidity pools have two functions. For example, they
protect a cryptocurrency's value from falling during a selloff. Second,
they have enough cash on the hand to ensure that tokens traded on
decentralized exchanges are available to buyers. The tokens are locked
into the pool which ensures liquidity while also establishing a price floor.
This can't be modified therefore there won't be any rug pulls. As we deal
with the clean energy and renewables sector, this is a true initiative that
will be viewed throughout the world.

REDISTRIBUTION TO STAKEHOLDERS 
 We will reallocate 2% of each transaction to the existing
holders
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WHY A DECENTRALIZED

PLATFORM?

 

TRUST
LOWER RISK
OF SYSTEM

FAILURE

CONTROL 
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WHY A DECENTRALIZED

PLATFORM?

 

Data is knowledge and knowledge should be freely available. Consider
Wikipedia on a larger scale coz it includes background checks and other
methods of authenticating information, you trust what you read on it.
By allowing various parties to administer a network, decentralization
eliminates trust difficulties. Users are not required to trust a centralized
authority and protocols are designed to prohibit inappropriate behavior.

TRUST

LOWER RISK OF SYSTEM FAILURE
Decentralization reduces the likelihood of system failure. Almost
everywhere there is hyperinflation and instability. One of the primary
reasons for creating this is to resolve this issue.

Hacking is not the only issue with centralized exchanges, users do not
have entire control over their cash in such situations but the centralized
exchanges do. This can result in a slew of limits and even financial
losses. Your funds, your information, everything is at your disposal.
There are no freezes or locks that can be placed on what is yours.

CONTROL 
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WHY WE CHOOSE

MODICOIN
 

As transactions are completed directly between the relevant parties
with no intermediary and with digitized information, settling the
transactions can be quick.

AUDITABILITY

TRACEABILITY

TRANSPARENCY

SECURITY
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WHY A DECENTRALIZED

PLATFORM?

 

Each transaction is recorded sequentially and indefinitely.It provides an
indelible audit trail for the life of an asset even between parties. 

AUDITABILITY

TRACEABILITY
Tracking goods forwards in a supply chain can be advantageous when
seeking to trace where components are currently residing. 

By providing details of transactions against the commercial construct,
further trust can be enlisted within the process and so provide a
ModiCoin stable relationship based on transparency rather than
negotiation.

TRANSPARENCY

SECURITY
Each transaction is verified within the network using independently
verified complex cryptography, the authenticity of the information can be
assured.
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14

NAME

SYMBOL

TYPE

SUPPLY 100 QUADRILLION

BEP-20

MODICOIN

TOKENOMICS

TOKEN DETAILS

MDN
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN DISTRIBUTIONS

Buy tax
Modicoin foundation 1%
Redistribution 2%
Marketing and develooment 1%
Liquidity 2%
Burn 2%

Modicoin foundation: 2%
Redistribution 2%
Marketing and development 1%
Liquidity 2%
Burn 2%

Sell tax

0xadf3d8579360d6a0c0dc7954991724fa3a1ed009 (Marketing & Development Wallet)

0x32419707e0cde2476de7ca0a6db60656620626a4 (Modicoin Foundation Wallet)

0x1d57133f32404f7816569fcf8687572aaa0651b5 (Liquidity Deployer Wallet)

0xf1d9a389be44b75eeb2f99ef49787588644e5527 (Liquidity Deployer Wallet)
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ROADMAP

PHASE - 01

PHASE - 02

PHASE - 03

Website development
White paper
Social Media
Intense marketing
campaign
Smart contract audit
Press Release
Private sale
pancake swap listing

Worldwide marketing
on bigger platforms
Celebrities hosts/
events
Inauguration of
ModiCoin Foundation
Orphanage
Expand Core Team

ModiCoin Block chain
Promotional Events
Integration of
ModiCoin on other
platforms
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FUTURE GOALS

FUTURE GOALS

MODICOIN
INTEGRATION

SYSTEM

MODICOIN
BLOCKCHAIN
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ModiCoin payment will facilitate businesses to accept ModiCoin from
clients in exchange for goods or services. Because of the blockchain-based
technology businesses will be able to accept ModiCoin.

ModiCoin integration system will be compatible with e-commerce
platforms, point-of-sale systems, shopping cart software, invoicing and
accounting solutions, and other applications.

MODICOIN INTEGRATION SYSTEM

MODICOIN BLOCKCHAIN
"As revolutionary as it sounds, blockchain truly is a mechanism to bring
everyone to the highest degree of accountability. Since it is a universal
fact that blockchain technology is free from all kinds of security threats
and also free from all kinds of frauds and scams, so we are planning to
build our blockchain network. ModiCoin will be linked to blockchain
technology so to guaranty this project and protect users in this project.

FUTURE GOALS
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MODICOIN FOUNDATION

(ORPHANAGE)

In Phase 2 of the initiative, the ModiCoin Foundation, a non-profit
organization and ray of hope for orphan children will be founded. The
ModiCoin Foundation will establish an orphanage to help children who
have lost their parents for a variety of causes.

Imagine the impact that you can have on orphan children by supporting
their education. Orphan children deserve education and care to have a
safer life. Supporting orphanages is an opportunity for everyone to make
a lasting difference in the lives of the children whilst earning an endless
divine blessings and rewards.

ModiCoin Foundation (orphanage) provides them with the care, guidance
and facilities they need to succeed in the future. ModiCoin Foundation
will make every effort to provide the greatest nutrition, education and
sports facilities for the development of children in a safe and healthy
environment.
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